
Roc Solid On Demand  
Playset Preparation Book
FOR HOSPITAL USAGE

Our new playset program is called Roc Solid 
On Demand — aka “ROD” — and it allows the 
community to build hope for families fighting 
pediatric cancer. 

How does it work? We have simplified the process 
so it can be shipped directly to any family,  
no matter where they live … no strings attached!

What’s in the preparation book?
A simple explanation of Roc Solid On Demand, what’s included in a ROD project 
and a hyperlink to our ROD webpage — which guides families on how to get their 
communities behind them to help build the playset. 

What’s included in a ROD project?
ROD includes the playset (shipped directly to the family), access to our ROD 
Portal that contains all our tips and tricks, and a Play Kit with fun swag and 
other goodies for the family and their community.

What is the role of the hospital in the ROD process?
We know you guys are busy, so we’ve kept it very simple. When talking to a 
family who might be a candidate for a playset, use the preparation book to 
inform them about Roc Solid On Demand. It includes a hyperlink to our ROD 
webpage where families can learn more and apply for a playset. It is our hope 
that each family will have a go-to person — a host of sorts — that will help 
coordinate the logistics of the ROD playset build. We encourage them to think 
about who in their community has said, “What can I do to help?”

Who can apply for a ROD playset?
A family can apply directly for a ROD playset using the hyperlink, or if they have a 
“host” in mind, that person can complete the application. 

What happens when the ROD process is started?
That’s where we take over! Once a family or a host has completed the 
application, a Roc Solid team member will be in touch to walk that person 
through everything they need to know.

Still have questions about Roc Solid On Demand?
Contact Bryan Sellitti at bryan@rocsolidfoundation.org

Roc Solid Foundation is 
best known for surprising 

kids fighting cancer 
with brand new playsets 

in their backyards. 
Traditionally, we’ve built 

playsets in Virginia, 
North Carolina and 

South Carolina. But, we 
recognize the power of 

play, and we have figured 
out a way to do more.


